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Evidence for laryngeal aspiration in Greek?
Part I: The “recent” evidence
Abstract
Since de Saussure, H. Pedersen and Kuryłowicz the Sanskrit (and Indo-Iranian)
voiceless aspirates are considered to be the result from the combination of a plain
voiceless plosive and a laryngeal (*h2 according to most scholars), and, conse-
quently, the existence of phonemic voiceless aspirates in PIE is no longer accepted.
In more recent times, an evolution similar to that of Indo-Iranian has been
assumed for Greek as well but the Greek situation is less convincing and has not
been investigated as thoroughly as the Indo-Iranian branch. This article investi-
gates the “recent” evidence in favour of the laryngeal aspiration in Greek (Peters
1993a and b, Werba 1996, Mayrhofer 2005, Matzinger 2005 and Vine 2006) and
finds that most examples are not conclusive: either the reconstruction is not con-
clusive or there is an example under exactly the same circumstances that argues
against aspiration. The older evidence (used by Sturtevant, Collinge, Hamp, Klin-
genschmitt and Isebaert) will be discussed in part 2.*
1. The term “the recent evidence”.
In recent times the idea of Greek having undergone laryngeal aspir-
ation as well has been slowly but steadily gaining acceptance. This
article looks at the evidence used to support this assumption and
starts by discussing the instances that have been quoted in the last 20
(the works being Peters 1993 a and b, Werba 1996, the LIV, Mayrhofer
2004 and 2005, Matzinger 2005 and Vine 2006). These instances are
called “the recent evidence” and in part 2 we discuss the instances that
were quoted in the older works (such as Sturtevant, Collinge, Hamp
* This article builds on a paper presented at the Conference “Greek and Latin
from an Indo-European Perspective 3” where we analysed the Greek counter-
part of Sanskrit th. Because of time constraints we could only discuss the issue
of the laryngeal aspiration very partially. A detailed analysis of the evidence
against the aspiration is planned for another occasion. We would like to thank
Manfred Mayrhofer, Luc De Grauwe and Wolfgang de Melo (both Universiteit
Gent), Michael Meier-Brügger (FU Berlin), Charles Barrack and Joe Voyles
(UWashington) for their input and comments. It goes without saying that we are
solely responsible for any inconsistencies and shortcomings.
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and Klingenschmitt 1982). This distinction is solely based on practical
reasons as treating all the examples at once would make the article
much too long.
2. The evidence in favour of laryngeal aspiration.
1. ρupsilonlenistilde (communis opinio), Sanskrit vettha, Latin vidisti. This
example is the most commonly accepted as evidence for the aspira-
tory effect of *h2 in Greek and is quoted in almost every handbook.
It is therefore not really recent evidence, but as it is used by recent
scholars, we believe it is useful to include it in part one of the dis-
cussion. The reconstruction of the second person perfect as *th2e goes
back to Kuryłowicz (1927:202–204, 1927/8:103) and was based on the
parallel reconstruction for the first person singular *h2e. An addi-
tional argument for the reconstruction with a laryngeal is the Hittite
2nd person ending ti without palatalisation, which meant that there
was another consonant between the t and the i because otherwise the
ending would have been *zi (Kuryłowicz 1927/8:103 and later also
Pedersen). As such, a perfectly balanced schema in the singular per-
fect was obtained: *h2e, *th2e and *e. We admit that this is the most
convincing example for the assumption of laryngeal aspiration in
Greek, but the idea of laryngeal aspiration in Greek is still considered
by several scholars to be unlikely (this assumption started with Kury-
łowicz himself (1935:52), was followed by Cowgill 1965:171 and
Ruijgh 1978:302 and seems even to be accepted by Vine 2006:290),1
and there are two alternative suggestions for this form.2 Ruijgh
1 Kuryłowicz tried to explain the aspiration by assuming that Greek *ta became
tha in contexts where *ta came in contact with an aspirated root consonant (as a
sort of Bartholomae’s Law in Greek) and was then generalised as perfect ending
before it was supplanted by the ending as. While Kuryłowicz later rejected
almost all his laryngeal theories, he did not recant his explanation for the Greek
aspirate in the ending tha. Cowgill (1965:171) argued for an ending *sta: the
cluster *uoidsta became *uoidtha (loss of s and subsequent aspiration of t) and
then ρupsilonlenistilde. Cowgill was followed in this by Sihler 1995. Vine, who accepts laryn-
geal aspiration for Greek, nevertheless writes about the tendency of Greek to
generalize unaspirated stops in forms from a sequence Th2V” (2006:290).
2 A complete discussion of this form would lead us too far and will be done at
another occasion. We deal here with the most common suggestions.
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(1978:302, review of Rix 1976) argued that while the Sanskrit form
vettha could be explained from *uoidth2e with laryngeal aspiration,
the Greek form ρupsilonlenistilde could not, and therefore suggested that the
Greek aspiration came from the imperative form upsilonlenistilde (from PIE
*uiddhi).3 The other alternative suggestion was made long before the
laryngeal theory already and stated that the PIE ending was *tha with
a genuine phonemic voiceless aspirate,4 but that reconstruction is no
longer accepted. We would like to address the argument made by
Kuryłowicz that Hittite ti proved that the ending was *th2e. We believe
that this argument is convincing but not conclusive: if the ending had
been *tha, there was no front vowel before the t and hence no reason
for assibilation. While we personally prefer the reconstruction *tha,
we cannot rule out the reconstruction *th2e. The form ρupsilonlenistilde is there-
fore a good candidate for laryngeal aspiration in Greek, but it is not
entirely conclusive, because a secondary influence of upsilonlenistilde cannot be
excluded.
2. $upsilonlenistilde	
«, Old-Irish scíth, Gothic skapils, Old-Icelandic skadi.
Klingenschmitt (1982:83), followed by Matzinger (2005:47), suggested
that there was a noun *skeh1th2os that disappeared in Greek but
that lead to the creation of adjective *skeh1th2es which became
Greek *upsilonlenistilde	
«. The opposite of this (not attested) adjective was
$upsilonlenistilde	
« and was preserved whereas the noun and original adjective
disappeared.5 Rasmussen (1989:154) rejected the reconstruction
*skeh1th2os a because of the Celtic form: a form with a laryngeal
would have created Proto-Celtic *scitathud which should have given
*scithud. Therefore the reconstruction has to be *skeh1thos. Even
scholars who do not accept the existence of phonemic voiceless aspir-
ates for PIE, acknowledge that these cognates nevertheless point
at PIE *th (Mayrhofer 1986:98, 2004:44;6 Meier-Brügger 2003:125;
3 This was based on an explanation of Frisk’s (1936:43), who assumed that PIE
*uoidtha gave Greek *oista which became ρupsilonlenistilde under the influence of upsilonlenistilde.
4 See among others Graßmann 1863a:98; Brugmann 1886:407, 1889:1341–1342;
Chantraine 1933:365–368,1945:350; Austerfjord 1979:212; Szemerényi 1980:62–63
and 306, Bammesberger 1984:96–98, Elbourne 1998:18, Lazzeroni 1998:115.
5 The normal attested Greek opposite of $upsilonlenistilde	
« is $upsilonlenistilde	
«, but that form is
only attested as of IVa in Tegea.
6 Stating that Mayrhofer did not accept voiceless aspirates is not entirely correct.
In his works of 1986, 2004 and 2005 he stated that he accepted a very small series
of expressive and/or affective words with voiceless aspirates, but that he did so
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Clackson 2007:42–44). This form can therefore not be used as evi-
dence for laryngeal aspiration in Greek.
3. 	« is linked with Sanskrit s´ankhah·  and Latin congius
(if this is not a loanword from Greek).7 These cognates have been
used to prove that *h2 also aspirated in Greek and as a result the re-
construction of this noun was *k´onkh2os. This reconstruction has
been accepted by many scholars such as Mayrhofer (2005:113 with
doubts and against his view of 1986:98 and 2004:44). This noun was
originally reconstructed as k´onkhos.8 Mayrhofer considered this noun
to be a “Wanderwort” and a “Kulturlehnwort”. There seems to be no
evidence in Greek that effectively speaks against the cluster *kh2, and
this noun could be another example that could prove aspiration in
Greek. The first problem is the fact that this etymology seems to have
*h2 in it only to rid PIE of a voiceless aspirate, and that the assumption
of a suffix *h2o seems to be rather ad hoc. If one accepts the existence
of a suffix *h2o, the question remains why the aspiration is not visible
in the superlative suffix *is-th2os and the cardinal suffix *th2os. A sec-
ond, and in our opinion more important, objection is the lack of aspir-
ation in Greek word upsilonlenistilde	, which can be reconstructed as *sk´h2ieh2
and linked with Sanskrit cha¯ya¯ (which would be formed on the full
grade *sk´eh2ih2). Mayrhofer (2005:51) only reconstructed *k´H and
did not discuss the absence of the Greek aspiration. That absence is in
our opinion an argument against the assumption of a cluster *kh2 in
	«, because one would then have to explain why under exactly
the same circumstances Greek displayed two different treatments of
the cluster *kh2.
merely out of typological necessity because languages with voiced aspirates but
without voiceless aspirates are very rare. That issue cannot be dealt with either.
It has to be stressed that Mayrhofer accepted the existence of laryngeal aspir-
ation for Greek and pointed explicitly at Peters’s list of 1993a and b.
7 Latin congius seems to be a loanword from Greek, although Ascoli (1868b:
327–330) suggested an evolution from PIE *k´onkhos into Proto-Latin *conhos
which later became *congus. The ending ius was taken over from modius: Ascoli
argued that because congius was used as a measurement tool, it received the
ending of another similar instrument, modius.
8 Graßmann 1863a:98; Wackernagel 1894:119; Uhlenbeck 1898a:301, 1898b:67;
Grammont 1948:179; Szemerényi 1980:62–63; Elbourne 1998:8, Meier-Brügger
2003:125, Mayrhofer 2004:44.
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4. 	«. This Greek word, which appears in Doric as 	«
and in Boeotian as 	«, is linked with the Sanskrit adjective s´ithi-
rah·  and the verbal form s´rathayati, and has been reconstructed as
*k´rth2ros. The link between these two adjectives was already made at
an early stage (see e.g. Macdonell 1916:250). Kuryłowicz (1928:55–56)
explained the aspiration in the Sanskrit verbal forms as the result of
a cluster *th2. Peters (1993b:95–98) expanded this analysis and also
considered the Greek aspiration to be the result of *th2. In order to
account for the lack of an r in the first syllable of the Greek word he
assumed a dissimilatory loss of the r in the first syllable. The idea of
dissimilatory loss of r in Greek is not new, as already Wackernagel
(1897:8–14) -in his famous explanation of Greek $« as the result of
dissimilation of *argros – and later also Grammont (1948:164–166)
and Lejeune (1972:150) discussed this phenomenon and listed the oc-
currences. Vine (ftc) built on the preceding analyses and pointed at
the presence of dentals in most cases of dissimilation, such as the Cre-
tan we re ta for , « for *« (as can be seen in «)
and argued that the form 	« was also the result of a dissimi-
lation, namely from a form *	«. He accepted Peters’s equation
but added that the form nevertheless posed some problems as to the
chronology. Pointing at the Sanskrit verbal form s´rathayati, Peters
(1993b:95–98), Hackstein (2002:212–213) and Mayrhofer (2005:75)
argued that Sanskrit had also undergone the dissimilatory loss in the
adjective but that the r was present in Indo-European and Proto-San-
skrit. There are parallels for the evolution in Sanskrit. Narten
(1982:140), and later also Lubotsky (1995:136), analysed the Sanskrit
forms durhan· a¯ as the result of dissimilation from *durhr· n· a¯, muhur
as dissimilation from *mr· hur and s´ithira- as the result of earlier
*s´r· thira-. The link between Greek k and Sanskrit s´ points at a palatal
k´. The result s´r from *k´r is an apparent exception to Weise’s Law
which states that *k´r became kr in Sanskrit while *k´l became s´r
(Weise 1883:115–116). Kloekhorst (ftc) fine-tuned this law to state
that *k´r became s´r if there were case forms where the *k´ and *r were
not contiguous (an observation already alluded to by Weise himself,
see 1883:115). This explains why zero grades of roots in *k´er have a
palatal s´ in forms going back to *k´r, while they should not have this ac-
cording to Weise’s Law. Another specification by Kloekhorst was that
*k´r became s´r, if the vowel following the cluster was an i. Kloekhorst
added that this palatal s´ could then be extended to cases in the para-
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digm where it was not etymological (examples can be found in Kloek-
horst ftc). The i in this adjective is not of PIE date but an evolution of
Proto-Indic where the sonantic liquids were rendered as ri, ra or ru
depending on the following vowel. As such, this seems to be an excep-
tion to the Law. In our opinion this is only an apparent exception be-
cause the full grade s´rathayati can be reconstructed as *k´reth2eie/o,
which has a palatal vowel in the first syllable (for the reconstruction
with e see Jamison 1983:178 but for o see Peters 1993b, Hackstein
2002:212–213). As such we would add an additional aspect to Kloek-
horst’s adaptation of Weise’s Law, namely that PIE *k´r becomes s´r,9 if
*k´r is followed by a palatal vowel. The sibilant of the full grade was
then analogically extended to the zero grade where it should not have
appeared. As such, the first objection against the linking of the San-
skrit and Greek words has been addressed. Kloekhorst himself re-
jected the Indo-European heritage of the Sanskrit word (but he did
not explain why as he only stated that *k´roth2eio or *k´reth2 could not
be the correct reconstruction) as did Beekes 2010. The second objec-
tion against the link between the Greek and Sanskrit forms is the fact
that Sanskrit has forms with an r while Greek does not. The o/a of
	« contradicts the treatment of *r·  in Greek: this is not o or a,
but ro/or or ra/ar. This apparently anomalous treatment of *r·  is ex-
plained by the assumption of dissimilatory r loss (cf. supra). The evi-
dence of the r dissimilation in Greek, as compiled by Grammont 1948,
Lejeune 1972 and especially Vine ftc, is diverse, but some observa-
tions can be made. First of all, since Doric, Aeolic and Ionic-Attic are
believed to have undergone this dissimilation, one is tempted to as-
sume that this process occurred at Proto-Greek level, but the fact that
Doric and Aeolic have an o and Ionic-Attic has an a indicates that the
dialects dissimilated independently after the Proto-Greek period. The
Proto-Greek structure is Cr.CV.rV (assuming that the laryngeal was
already vocalised) with the first r being syllabic and belonging to the
first syllable and the second r being consonantic and belonging to the
third syllable. The objections against the syllable structure *kr tha ros
9 The words of these family -if they belong to the same family at all- only appear
in Greek and Sanskrit. As such, we believe that the assumption of an Indo-
European heritage is not certain. This could be another Graeco-Aryan isogloss,
and therefore the reconstruction better be described as Eastern-Indo-European
(this term is a coinage based on Wolfgang Meid’s “Ostindogermanisch”).
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in Proto-Greek are in our opinion not convincing. The forms
	« and 	« are quoted as being a dissimilation from a
proto-Greek form *kr· tros, but even if we accept that their structure
was *krtros, that structure is still different from *kr tha ros. Moreover,
we argue that 	« and 	« are a formation with the pro-
ductive suffix (t)eros and prefer Proto-Greek *krteros as reconstruc-
tion for 	«. As parallels for the use of the suffix eros we can
quote forms such as « and «. In that last form the suffix
is clearly *eros because with a suffix *ros the forms would have been
*dhh2(e)lros which would have yielded *thalaros.10 As such, we see
no difference between the structure of *kratharos (the supposed
Proto-Ionic-Attic forms) and 	«. That makes the assumption
of dissimilation in 	« less likely. Finally, and more fundament-
ally, we believe that both 	« and 	 are at odds with
the suggested evolution *th2V into thV as neither form has the en-
vironment *th2V: 	« is said to originate from *k´rth2ros (Peters
1993b:95–98) while 	 comes from *k´rth2r- ie/o, with the verb
being a deverbative from the adjective (and hence a secondary
form).11 Peters (1993b:96) argued that the Greek lack of aspiration in
« was caused by the fact that the feminine form *plth2uih2 and
the derivative *plth2mo¯n did not have the environment *th2V, and that
from those forms the non-aspirated form was generalised throughout
the entire paradigm, but the adjective 	« does not display this
environment either but nevertheless underwent aspiration. As such,
the evidentiary weight of the adjective 	«, which was already
lessened by the absence of the r in the first syllable, is in our opinion
very light. Beekes (2010 s.u. 	«) rejected the link between
Greek and Sanskrit because of the treatment of the *r·  and because of
the laryngeal aspiration (an idea he disagreed with), and considered
10 Greek also had a productive suffix aros (Chantraine 1933:227).
11 With regards to the Sanskrit forms we have two observations to make which do
not have any direct bearing on the issue of laryngeal aspiration in Greek. First of
all, we believe that the existence of the Sanskrit form s´ithirah·  is in itself no evi-
dence that Sanskrit underwent the same dissimilation as Greek. Although this
form is widely attested in the manuscript tradition and therefore should receive
preference, it cannot be ruled out that this form is a Prakritism. The evolution
of s´ri into s´i is widely attested in the transition from Old-Indic into Middle-
Indic (Macdonell 1910:7, Van den Bossche 1999:14 with specific reference to
this form).
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the Greek word to be of pre-Greek origin because of the a/o variation
in the different dialects.
5. #Oupsilonlenistildeupsilonlenistilde, #Oupsilonlenistilde« and #Oupsilonlenistilde. Peters (1993a), fol-
lowed by Mayrhofer (2005:112–113), argued that the forms #Oupsilonlenistilde«
and #Oupsilonlenistildeupsilonlenistilde (this last form can be found in Pausanias and
Stephanos from Byzantion) were evidence that in Proto-Greek the
root *steh2 had aspiration in the forms where the sequence *Th2V oc-
curred. He started from a noun *ores-steh2s “having his place in the
mountains”. The genitive and dative singular of this noun would have
been *ores-sth2os and *ores-sth2ei. These forms initially displayed as-
piration, but lost it at a later stage under the influence of the nomi-
native singular. In the case of #Oupsilonlenistilde« and #Oupsilonlenistilde he recon-
structed *oresth2e- and argued that the sequence *Th2V was rendered
by ThV without colouring effect of *h2. This theory was accepted by
Mayrhofer (2005:112–113). While Peters (1993a:137 with reference to
Hiersche) did not rule out that the aspirated forms, which came from
Boeotia, were the result of hypercorrections (as the dialects spoken in
that area had a tendency to render sth by st,12 it is possible that in some
cases they wrote a “correct” sequence st by sth) he nevertheless called
his suggestion for laryngeal aspiration “nicht zwingend, aber plausi-
bel”. We believe that there are some remarks that can be made about
these forms. The more likely explanation for the form #Oupsilonlenistilde–« is in
our opinion upsilonlenistilde–« “the man in the mountains”, such as « is
–« “the man from the city”. There is no such noun as “standing
in the city” which would have been *–upsilonlenistilde«. Peters also argued
that the original declension was nominative *oresteh2s and genitive
*oresth2os. There is no parallel for such a declension in Greek and the
only other adjectival derivation built directly on the root *steh2 is
upsilonlenistilde« from *dussth2os without aspiration, which has the pendant
duh· thah·  in Sanskrit (with aspiration). One can also point out that
Greek formed nouns in « from the root *st(e)h2 such as $upsilonlenistilde
«
(although one could argue that these formations were secondary).
In addition, the masculine nouns in « follow the first declension
(with exception of the genitive singular, which in all likelihood was an
12 For an entirely different approach to the writing upsilonlenistilde and its meaning see already
Thumb 1913, who argued that the writing of upsilonlenistilde by upsilonlenistilde in fact proved that the pro-
nunciation of  in this context was not fricativised in that context and therefore
assumed that the pronunciation of upsilonlenistilde was still sth.
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innovation of Greek to distinguish the masculine form the feminine
nouns, see Chantraine 1945:41).13 Secondly, -as Peters already pointed
out himself- the suggestion of a hypercorrection cannot be excluded.
Given that North-West dialects usually rendered Greek sth by st
(Schmitt 1977:29), it is possible that in one instance they rendered a
correct st by sth. For a parallel one can point at the correct plodere
which was rendered in Vulgar Latin as plaudere. Peters nevertheless
argued that in spite of the possible hypercorrection the name was still
probative. More important in our opinion is the link with the name
#Oupsilonlenistilde«. We believe that #Oupsilonlenistildeupsilonlenistilde (if not a hypercorrection)
has its aspiration from #Oupsilonlenistilde«. The names in -upsilonlenistilde« are shortened
forms from -upsilonlenistilde
« with a negative connotation (Ruijgh 1967:193,
256–257, Perpillou 1973:176–177, Aura Jorro 1999 I:86, II:235). The
meaning and negative connotation are in fact confirmed by the story:
Orestes does not receive his force from the mountains and only avoids
death by the hands of his mother and Aigisthos by sending them the
false message that he has died during a chariot race. In the vengeance
of Agamemnon not he but Elektra is the main protagonist: she sends
Orestes away, she hides him and she provides him with the dagger to
enact the murder of Aigisthos and Klytaimnestra. In addition, Orestes
can only avoid the wrath of the Erinyes by explicit intervention of
Athena. As such, Orestes has no strength of his own and the name
“having strength from the mountains” has a negative connotation.
Parallels can be made with the mythical king Eurystheus (“having
strength over a broad region”) and Menestheus (“having a forceful
nature, strength”) whose names in -upsilonlenistilde« were also clearly pejorative.
Eurystheus only obtained his power by a trick of Hera and in spite of
him commanding Herakles, he was nevertheless infinitely inferior in
force and courage to Herakles. Menestheus was characterised in the
Iliad as being non-valiant and avoided battle action as much as poss-
ible and was even chastised by Agamemnon for staying away from the
frontline (Iliad 1,338–348 and 12,331–334). We agree with Mayrhofer
(2006:11, although he only made this link implicitly) that the name
Bupsilonaspertildeupsilonlenistilde
« is a Hellenisation of the Iranian uaru stana “wide place”
but we believe that the aspiration in this name is due a folk etymologi-
13 Chantraine assumed that the nominative ending -s was another “diversifier” but
it is not certain that this was a Greek innovation or a feature already present in
PIE.
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cal link with upsilonlenistilde« “strength” and with other names in -upsilonlenistilde
«, and
has nothing to do with the root *steh2-. Given the fact that the Greek
had contact with the Scythians in the north, this name can also be ex-
plained as a reinterpretation “strength from the north” with Bupsilonaspertilde- re-
ferring to the North (as can be seen in B()«, “northern wind”).
The fact that an Iranian a is rendered by a Greek e should make one
cautious as to consider the aspiration an inherited aspirated feature.
A final argument that we have against the assumption of a root *sth2e
with subsequent laryngeal aspiration is the name #Oupsilonlenistilde, which
Peters reconstructed as *ore-sth2eion. The Greek reflex of *th2e is ta
or tha if one accepts aspiration, but not the as *h2 colours *e into *a.
This is proved by the place name P, which is related to «
and can be reconstructed as *plth2(e)ia. We therefore do not think
that these examples can be used to prove aspiration in Greek.
6. !«. This word is related to Sanskrit mantha¯h· , the verb man-
thati and its participle mathita. The Indic grammarians pointed out
that the declension of mantha¯h·  followed that of pantha¯h·  were similar
(see Whitney § 434 and Polomé 1965:42). Kuryłowicz (1927/8:202–204)
analysed this verbal form as *menth2 and this reconstruction is now
accepted. As Sanskrit also had forms such as mathati and manthati,
it has been suggested that the root *menth2 could also appear as
*meth2 (for the existence of a root mathi and a root manthi see Meillet
1928b:284–285).14 One could argue that this n-less form is a back-
formation on the participle mathita. The Greek form is reconstructed
as *moth2os, and the cluster *th2o is then considered the reason for the
Greek aspirate th. Others (since Kuiper 1934:104) have suggested that
the Greek form went back to *mnth2os and that the o was the Aeolic
treatment of the sonantic n, but the same explanation was used to
explain the Greek th (namely the cluster *th2o). Other related forms
are OCS mo˛tati, Latin mentula and Old-Icelandic mo˛ndull (Kluge
1883:89), although not all cognates (especially the Old-Icelandic one)
are accepted by all scholars. If the reconstruction *menth2 is used as
starting point, Sanskrit mantha¯h·  is built on *menth2oh2s and Greek
!« on *m(o)nth2os. As such, the aspiratory effect of *h2 in Greek
seems an established fact. The difference in between Sanskrit pantha¯h·
14 Narten (1960:134–135) assumed that the root was math without nasal infix and
that the original meaning was “rob”. She linked the root with Greek (Doric) P-
!«. This suggestion has not found general acceptance (see Peters 1993b:97).
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and Greek « and « is generally explained by assuming a re-
construction *pentoh2s for Sanskrit and *pontos for Greek. About this
apparent difference in root formation, some observations can be
made. While the Greek « can be explained as a tomos noun from
a root *pent, this is more difficult for «. That form has to be
formed on the zero grade case forms which go back to *pnth2 The
proto-form would therefore have to be *pnth2os, but the Greek word
does not show any traces of aspiration. Given the parallel formation
between Sanskrit pantha¯h·  and mantha¯h·  on the one hand, and on the
other hand the Greek forms « and !«, the Slavic forms po˛tм
and mo˛tati, the Latin form pons, and the Armenian form hun, we
would reconstruct *pontoh2s and *monthoh2s, both with an *o vowel in
the root (as is confirmed by the nouns from Greek, Slavic, Armenian
and Latin) and with *o in the suffix.15 This is not a generally accepted
ablaut paradigm, but it is paralleled in sakha¯ from *sokwh2oi and
in sakhibhih from *sokwh2bhis (the reconstruction can be found
in Mayrhofer 2005:114). The Latin cognate socius has generalised
the zero grade of the suffix *oi, namely i and has then thematicised it
(as Schmidt 1885 already argued)16. Moreover, we would like to point
at the Sabellic treatment: Latin has mamphur which is probably a
loanword from a Sabellic language in Latin (Walde 1905:459, Hoff-
man 1950:209) and displays the typical Sabellic treatment of an Indo-
European aspirate in inlaut, namely a voiceless fricative. In spite of
15 We come back to this later but would already point out that in our opinion the
nominative and accusative plural of these -oh2s nouns were the driving force to
attract these nouns into the thematic o stems. A form *pontoh2es would have
become Proto-Greek *ponto¯s and looked the same as the nominative plural of
the thematic o stems. The accusative form *pontoh2ns would -with Stang’s Law-
have become *ponto¯ns and then in late Indo-European *ponto¯s. In Proto-Greek
the n would have been reintroduced into the accusative plural (as happened
with the *eh2 nouns) and then the form *ponto¯ns would have become *pontons
by the effects of Osthoff’s Law. As such also the accusative had the same form as
the thematic o stems. We refer for more details to De Decker ftc b and c.
16 In De Decker ftc a we tried to argue that the Sanskrit pantha¯h· , the Armenian
hun, and the Old-Persian pim were no indication of an i stem, be it original (as
Schmidt 1885, Bezzenberger 1908 and Hirt argued) or secondary (as Beekes
1989, Schrijver 1991, De Vaan 2008 s.u. pons en Derksen 2008 s.u. pontм
argued). We nevertheless do not think that Pedersen’s reconstruction (*pon-
teh1s) can be sustained (see previous note). We admit that this is problematic
for Latin, but will treat the issue more in detail elsewhere.
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the objections raised above, the reconstruction *mo(n)th2os cannot be
ruled out and this form can still be considered an example of laryngeal
aspiration in Greek.
7. upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave. The Greek upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave is generally linked with Sanskrit sphya,
Germanic spade and maybe also spoon. The Sanskrit form sphya can
be reconstructed as *sph2iio (Mayrhofer 2005:82, without mentioning
the Greek upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave), but upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave has to be reconstructed as *speh2en or
*speh2n, as in non-Attic dialects the form is upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave (Schulze 1913,
Wahrmann 1915b:164). The Germanic cognates are not so easily re-
constructed, however. While spade can be linked with the root
*sp(e)h2(e)- (as it goes back to *sph2dh-, as does Greek upsilonlenistilde
), Eng-
lish spoon and Old-Icelandic spa¯n are more problematic because
they go back to a Proto-Germanic form *spen- and this reconstruction
is difficult to reconcile with the Greek a¯ vocalism (Schulze 1913).
The link between Greek upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave and Proto-Germanic *spen (which
goes back to Kuhn 1854)17 is therefore not accepted by every scholar
(the etymological dictionaries of Frisk, Chantraine and Beekes re-
jected the link).18 Vine (2006:290) attempted to solve that difficulty by
starting from a form *speh2n (and based on a suggestion of Sergio
Neri’s on a form *sph2en-). That form was the basis for a lengthened
grade nominative *sph2en in Indo-European. In that nominative form
*e was not coloured by the contiguous *h2 as the result of Eichner’s
Law (Eichner 1972), and Vine assumed that the lengthened grade of
the nominative was spread throughout the entire paradigm. This lead
then to the creation of a Proto-Germanic form *spen. For Greek a
nominative *sp(e)h2en was suggested. The cluster PIE *eh2e yielded
*a¯, which was the basis of the Proto-Greek *a¯ and the aspiration in
upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave was caused by the cluster *sph2e- and spread from the cases
where it was etymological to the cases where it was not. upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave has a
genitive upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave
« and (as was already stated above) appears in other
dialects as upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave and therefore has to go back to Proto-Greek *spha¯n-.
In order for the Greek declension to be explained, one has to recon-
struct *speh2ns for the nominative and *speh2nos for the genitive. In
that case there is no environment where the aspiration could have oc-
17 Kuhn’s articles of 1852, 1854a and b dealt with the aspirating effects of an initial
s sound in Greek, Sanskrit and Indo-European.
18 For an analysis of the previous suggestions and etymologies see Vine
2006:289–292.
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curred, unless one assumes a paradigm *sph2ens in the nominative
and *sph2nos in the genitive with generalisation of the full grade and
the aspiration in the nominative throughout the paradigm. We admit
that it is difficult to prove or disprove paradigmatic levelling but we
would argue that the generalisation of the lengthened grade was a
feature of the nominatives in predominantly found with the nomi-
natives in %, with the nomina agentis in % being an exception with
a nominative in %, but a genitive in « as can be seen in π!%,
π!«. The nouns in 
 have a nominative in 
, but the casus
obliqui are built starting from -, unless the long vowel is an inherited
feature (as is the case in !, genitive !
« from *meh1n-s.). A good
example is provided by the cognates !, genitive !« and
!%, genitive !'« (see Schindler 1967:201–202). As such,
we would reconstruct *speh2n- for the entire paradigm and in that
case the context for the laryngeal aspiration is no longer present. As it
cannot be excluded that Greek generalised the long vowel from the
nominative, we admit that this noun could be proof of laryngeal aspir-
ation in Greek but we nevertheless have some problems with the as-
sumption of the generalising of the aspiration.
8. upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave. A convincing etymology of this Greek verb has not yet
been found. Greek upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave was first linked with Sanskrit skhalati and
Armenian sxalem by Hübschmann (1882:119, 1883:81, 1897:49). Since
Greek has a labial and that Armenian and Sanskrit have a plain velar,
a reconstruction with a labiovelar has been suggested. Because of
the Greek and Armenian a the Indo-European vowel cannot have
been *o nor *e and had to be either *a or *h2e (depending on the
acceptance of an Indo-European phoneme *a). Based on this set of
cognates some scholars have argued for a root *skwh2el- (Klingen-
schmitt 1982:144, Werba 1997:383, Mayrhofer 1996:752) in which the
cluster *skwh2e would have caused aspiration in Greek, Armenian and
Sanskrit. In light of Siebs’s Law (Siebs 1900) the suggestion was made
that these words illustrated the Law and, consequently, *sgwhh2el
(LIV:543–544, Mayrhofer 2005:114- without Indo-European *a) and
*sgwhal (with *a) were proposed as etymologies. Also a “straightfor-
ward non Siebsian” *skwhal was reconstructed (Grammont 1948:183).
We believe that the laryngeal *h2 has been reconstructed in this form
only because many scholars not longer accept the existence of a pho-
neme *a. The genuine Indo-European *a in this word can be ex-
plained by de Saussure’s suggestion that words with an *a referred to
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negative characteristics and disabilities.19 Consequently, we do not see
why a reconstruction *sgwhh2el should be preferred over a reconstruc-
tion *sgwhal. Given the fact that voiceless aspirates more than in other
words appeared in words referring to deficiencies or lower words
(Meillet 1930, Mayrhofer 1986:98), the reconstruction could also be
*skwhal (against the objections raised by Clackson 1994:144). In spite
of the a vocalism of Greek and Armenian, a link with Latin scelus and
Gothic skulan has been suggested,20 and an etymology *skwhel was
proposed (Elbourne 1998:11).21 Elbourne explained the irregular
treatment of PIE *e by Armenian a by pointing at Armenian tasn
from *dek´m. In that scenario Armenian a was an irregular reflex of
PIE *e, Latin e was the regular outcome, Sanskrit a displayed the
regular treatment of PIE *e and Greek upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave was built on the zero
grade *skwhl-ioh2, as in , from zero grade *gwl-ioh2. If these ety-
mologies are correct, there would be no trace of any laryngeal at all,
but we think that the Indo-European heritage of the *a is rather cer-
tain by the fact that this word refers to a negative trait. We, neverthe-
less, have a slight preference to link upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave with Armenian p’lanim,
English fell and fall, and Latin fallere, and maybe also Albanian fal,22
and would like to return to the reconstruction *(s)phal-23 with an Indo-
European voiceless aspirate,24 an Indo-European *a and s mobile in
19 De Saussure made this assumption in 1912 article Les adjectifs du type caecus
“aveugle” (the text can be found in Bally-Gautier 1922:595–599).
20 Brugmann 1888:406, Uhlenbeck 1896:130, Feist 1888:104 suggested *sqhel.
Brugmann included the Greek forms, but Feist and Uhlenbeck did not. Scardigli
(1973:33) followed Feist and Uhlenbeck and reconstructed *(s)k(h)el without
labiovelar.
21 Seebold 1980:483 suggested it but was not entirely certain. Elbourne (1998:11)
on the other hand suggested *skwhel and did not make the link with neither the
Gothic nor the Latin forms.
22 Çabej 1980:44 referred to Baric´ and suggested that Albanian f could be a reflex
of PIE *sph. Holst 1998 considered Albanian h to be a reflex of PIE *ph, but did
not discuss *sph.
23 This etymology was already suggested by Ascoli 1868b:326 – without the Arme-
nian form- and defended by Kluge 1882:526, 1899:103; Bugge 1893:28, Meillet
1894:294 and Grammont 1948:289 who in fact argued for both etymologies in his
book. Graßmann (1863a:96–98) linked all the words (with exception of Alban-
ian and Armenian) and assumed that in PIE there was an interchange of *kh and
*ph possible after *s.
24 Curtius (1873:334–335) listed the Greek, Sanskrit, Latin and Germanic cognates
but reconstructed *spal, without aspirate.
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Greek.25 Although we would personally suggest *(s)phal as etymol-
ogy, there is no solid ground to reject the etymologies *skwhal,
*sgwhh2el or *sgwhal, but in that case the Greek aspiration is explained
by the presence of an Indo-European aspirate and not by the effects
of a laryngeal. We therefore believe that cannot be used as conclusive
Greek evidence for aspiration caused by a laryngeal.
3. Conclusion.
We analysed 8 recent examples commonly used to prove laryngeal
aspiration in Greek. We have shown that in three cases the evidence
of aspiration cannot be sustained because of the cognates in other lan-
guages (as is the case with Celtic scíth and Greek $upsilonlenistilde	
«) or because
of the evolutions that the acceptance of aspiration presupposes (as is
the case with 	« and #Oupsilonlenistilde). In four cases a laryngeal as-
piration can be accepted (ρupsilonlenistilde, 	«, !« and maybe also
upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave), although in all cases other explanations are possible and some
leveling is needed (as is the case in upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave where the full grade of the
nominative and the aspiration of the casus recti were supposedly gen-
eralised throughout the declension). In the instances with initial s- the
problem of the aspiration remains undecided as the examples can
have received their aspiration by the effects of Siebs’s Law, which is
especially the case for upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave. That last example can also be ex-
plained from an entirely different (and non-laryngealistic) etymology
as well. We believe that these four examples are not enough to prove
the existence of laryngeal aspiration in Greek, especially in light of
the evidence against it (which we discuss elsewhere). Our most im-
portant objection against the aspiration, is that accepting aspiration
assumes that Greek generalised aspirated and non-aspirated forms
without any clear indication as to which circumstances lead to which
treatment.26
25 If Greek upsilonlenistildeupsilongrave is no longer linked with Sanskrit skhalati and Armenian sxa-
lem, theoretically a reconstruction *skhal is also possible.
26 Post script: only after finalising this article we came across the article by A. Willi
in IF 115 (2010) in which he argued for aspirating effect of *h2 on a preceding r
in Greek and have therefore not been able to treat or use that material here.
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